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ChatGPT, created by OpenAI, has taken the world by storm,
and its user base is growing even faster than the previous record
held by TikTok, reaching 100 million users in just 2 mo after it
launched. Textual context, presentations, and even source code are
already being generated using ChatGPT. Many publications have
been issued, and meanwhile, ChatGPT has been banned as an
author by many publishing companies for several different reasons,
such as plagiarism, incorrect information, or inaccurate information
(1,2), whereas others argue its benefits, such as the ability to write
more coherent sentences than nonnative speakers (3). But that does
not stop people from all walks of health care from using it.
ChatGPT is powered by a generative pretrained transformer

(GPT-3.5), which is a large language model (LLM) trained with
175 billion parameters (4). LLMs originate in natural language pro-
cessing to formulate the probability distribution of a sequence of
words or the next word in a sequence. Recent studies report that
LLMs are foundation models in which a single model can be adapted
to solve a wide range of different natural language-processing tasks
because of few-shot learning, zero-shot learning, and transfer learn-
ing ability (5). The conversational artificial intelligence (AI) ability is
achieved using LLM-based prompt learning (6). To alleviate the
toxic responses and integrate human ethics, ChatGPT applied a strat-
egy of reinforcement learning from human feedback to align LLMs
to follow human instructions (7). These breakthroughs in natural lan-
guage processing empower ChatGPT with conversational AI ability
so good it has surprised the world. Even within OpenAI, ChatGPT
has been a surprise. AI chatbots are not a new thing, but many previ-
ous attempts have not achieved the sensation that ChatGPT achieved.
Meta’s BlenderBot was a disappointment. What may be different for
ChatGPT, beyond the unknown technologies, is OpenAI’s goal of
creating artificial general intelligence to match human-level intellect
(8). ChatGPT certainly is not an artificial general intelligence, but it
sure looks like one because of the breadth and depth of the knowl-
edge it demonstrates through conversations.
Even though many are excited by its first use, disillusionment often

sets in over time, for several reasons. On the one hand, ChatGPT
gives wrong answers and is prone to confabulation (“a memory error
defined as the production of fabricated, distorted, or misinterpreted

memories about oneself or the world” (9)). This is exacerbated by the
fact that we set different standards for communication among humans
and between humans and computers. The belief is that a computer
will not make mistakes. Moreover, many users’ expectations are
wrong, especially for medical interactions. The program was trained
and designed for conversation, not diagnostic support or treatment
recommendations. Yet, questions arise as to whether ChatGPT is a
medical product and who is liable, even though ChatGPT always gen-
erates a disclaimer that it is not a health-care professional licensed to
give medical advice. This is a typical case of intended use versus
actual use as described in the medical device regulation. We argue that
there is a difference between general-purpose conversational AI—in
which the focus is the conversational ability such as readability—and
medical AI—in which the focus is the health facts about flesh-and-
blood humans. Speaking a fake fact using elegant words is amusing
(that is why many ChatGPT users are tricking this conversational
AI), but providing a wrong fact in medical AI is dangerous—
indeed, making ChatGPT a medical device if it should turn out that
doctors are actually using it to diagnose and treat their patients.
Nevertheless, philosophically, asking ChatGPT for health-related
information (to inform health decision making) is not much differ-
ent from asking Dr. Google, which has long been criticized for not
just giving but spreading medical misinformation (10). Neverthe-
less, this is again not only the gap between intended use versus
actual use but also the consistent push and pull between the expec-
tations of the developers versus the end users.
As always with any potentially disruptive technologies, such use

can be seen as either a threat or an opportunity. Many articles are
optimistic, pointing to the potential symbiosis, the modern centaur, a
combination of humans and computers leading to a beneficial aug-
mentation of our capabilities. But pessimistic views also need to be
discussed. Take the global positioning system, for example. Because
of this technology, many young people are no longer able to navigate
with a compass and map. Of course, one could argue that use of a
map is not required as a basic skill anymore. But that is certainly not
the case with language. If we as humans lose the ability to communi-
cate, debate, and think critically, then we are taking a step backward,
leading to devolution.
The question remains: what is the actual use of ChatGPT, despite

all the hype during the last few months? Of course, it can be used
to generate simple text and to produce code snippets (but often
with errors). It can even quickly analyze a research topic and gener-
ate an academic paper—again, with frequent errors that may go
unnoticed even by reviewers and editors of scientific journals (11).
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This application may be helpful for student assignments but will
not be of much use for learning, in which an individual must come
up with a solution through a step-by-step thought process. And
when the teacher turns to an oral exam at the end of the semester,
irresponsible students who have used the ChatGPT approach will
most likely fail, as they might later in their actual work life.
In a health-care setting, one cannot afford to stay on the surface.

ChatGPT produces false information that requires checking and cor-
recting of every sentence. In addition to the significant time invest-
ment, which calls into question the efficiency of this approach, the
real danger comes from false information that goes undetected by
the human corrector.
We argue that this technology is worth building toward a clinical

knowledge system that can provide health and clinical decision sup-
port and enable better self-care and patient care in an era of skill
shortages. Hundreds of medical articles are published every day, and
it is impossible for humans to cope with this flood of information. In
particular, we must keep in mind that information is not the same as
knowledge. Filtering information and extracting knowledge from it
have enormous potential. Nevertheless, from a health behavior per-
spective, knowledge is only a small component of healthful behavior
and decision making (12). Other aspects, such as beliefs, feelings,
norms, and the importance of healthful behavior, are equally impor-
tant. In our view, developing ChatGPT into a medical product such
as a clinical decision support system needs to be considered in a
broader context with a wider range of other aspects (e.g., reliability,
ethics, and fairness) than just model performance, and like any other
AI system, humans must be in the loop (13).
LLMs have much potential in health care. For example, text-

to-text generation may help autocomplete the sentences and para-
graphs of a clinical document (e.g., a progress report) based on

short phrases provided by a human clinician, thus reducing the doc-
umentation burden (14). When used for the generation of clinical
documents, LLMs also have the potential to integrate the observa-
tions of clinicians and knowledge about clinical guidelines, thus
reflecting real-world diagnosis and treatment patterns and subse-
quently being helpful for compiling a differential diagnosis and com-
posing treatment plans. But much more research and development
are needed to achieve this goal. We recently developed the first (to
our knowledge) clinical LLM, GatorTron (8.9 billion parameters)
using over 90 billion words of text (including 82 billion words of
clinical text) and demonstrated its power in clinical natural language
processing (15). We also examined the text generation ability of
SynGatorTron (5 billion and 20 billion parameters), a generative
clinical LLM based on the GPT-3 architecture (16). There is ongoing
research on LLMs addressing fundamental issues, such as incorpo-
rating chains of reasoning through selection-inference and chain-of-
thought prompting (17–19). Once current limitations have been
addressed, many applications are conceivable using ChatGPT and
the next generation of LLMs (Table 1).
More than a decade ago, self-driving cars were heralded as a dis-

ruptive technology. As with many technologies, the last 20% of
development takes 80% of the total time. The same may be happen-
ing with ChatGPT, and additional development time will be needed
for productive use in health care. Like the Human Genome Project,
in which mapping out the base pairs in the human DNA is not the
end but only the start of the genetic revolution, Chat GPT’s eventual
possibilities are certainly more exciting than the current hype.
Whether this technology is a revolution or just an evolution remains
to be seen. What is certain in any case is that there will be no more
stepping back. As a society, we have the responsibility to shape its
future development.

TABLE 1
Potential Applications and Areas of Health-Care Research for ChatGPT and Similar LLMs

Area no. Description

1 Models and applications that can leverage multimodal data such as merging language and imaging, for
example, highlighting anomalies in a natural way (with language) when reading PET images

2 Summary of complex medical histories and records

3 Summary of information from medical congresses/clinical trial results

4 Structuring/making information interoperable, for example, during medical documentation (20)

5 Facilitating clinical documentation such as writing discharge report; once we have structured information, is
there really a need for free text? (facts should be communicated reliably and concisely)

6 Integration with hospital information systems to incorporate patient data, specifications, and requirements
(institutional, payer) and resources (staff capacity, provider)

7 Interpretation and explanation of other AI algorithms (1)

8 Translation into other languages, with big potential for less frequently used languages for which use of
natural language processing was limited in the past

9 Translation into patient-comprehensible language, making medical information communication more
consumer-friendly

10 Anamnesis

11 Relief for nursing staff through automized ward communication

12 Medical writing (21)

13 Anonymization of clinical text

14 Fairness, bias in LLMs

15 Human-in-loop and human-centered design of LLM applications

16 Chain-of-thought and automated reasoning on LLMs
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